Poland Section

List the activities carried out to foster relations with Industry and the results obtained. List the initiatives planned during the next 6 months and their expected outcomes. How can the Region help your Section in your industry-related activities?

- IEEE Poland Section will be honorary sponsor of huge IT Future Expo 2019;
- IEEE Poland Section became a member of Polish Committee for Standardization (PKN) https://www.pkn.pl/en;
- IEEE Thesis Contests with INTEL as a sponsor for students from Warsaw University of Technology, PWSZ (Elblag), Poznan University of Technology, Gdansk University of Technology.

List the activities addressed to Students and/or Young Professionals and the results obtained. List the initiatives planned during the next 6 months and their expected outcomes. How can the Region help in your students and YP-related activities?

- Co-organization of high quality scientific conferences and involvement of students and YPs (around 30 conferences);
- High quality scientific workshop and lectures organized by chapters for students and YPs;
- Creation of new Student Branches (number of Student Branches were doubled during last year);
- Organization of YP Meet-Ups;
- Region should support more financially student activity e.g. students congress, meetings, workshops etc. because budget of IEEE Sections is very limited.

List the activities carried out to retain and recruit members and the results obtained. List the initiatives planned during the next 6 months and their expected outcomes. How can the Region help in your membership-related activities?

There is only one way to attract and support retain and recruit members, which are high quality technical & scientific meetings. Therefore, IEEE Poland Section has many activities, which includes:

- Co-organization annually around 30 high quality scientific conferences;
- High quality scientific workshop and lectures organized by chapters;
- Well supported DL Program by chapters;
- Region should help to prepare promotional materials dedicated to members from IEEE R8, which will presents real benefits for members outside of USA (specially from industry).

List the activities intended to support chapters, affinity groups, and student branches and the results obtained. List the related initiatives planned during the next 6 months and their expected outcomes. How can the Region help in your support to chapters, affinity groups, and student branches?

IEEE Poland Section will continuously support technical activity of chapters, AF groups and SBs throughout organization of conferences, workshops, DL Program, YP Meet-Up etc. IEEE R8 should help Sections to obtain revenues from IEEE for paper downloads from IEEE Xplore, that help Sections financially and motivate to improve activity;